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LENNOX BERKELEY (1903-1989)

Symphony No. 1 Op. 16 (1940) (30’59”)
1st movement: Allegro moderato (10’55”)
2nd movement: Allegretto (4’50”)
3rd movement: Lento (8’29”)
4th movement: Allegro (6’45”)

Symphony No. 2 Op. 51 (1956/7 rev. 1976) * (31’00)
1st movement: Lento-Allegro-Lento (10’52”)
2nd movement: Scherzo: Allegro vivace (3’54”)
3rd movement: Lento (10’13”)
4th movement: Allegro (6’01”)
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bars long in 3/2 time. After some variants of this have been briefly
explored, a second theme appears [first in the violas], shared between
strings, woodwind and horns. Later the original theme reappears in a
somewhat different guise, after which a fairly extended contrapuntal
passage occurs before a third statement of the opening. This
movement is, in fact, a rondo as frequently found in classical last
movements. The work ends with a short but emphatic coda in which
the woodwind and trumpets try to establish the key of B major, but
the rest of the orchestra will have none of this and repeat three times
a cadence in D which has been the tonal centre of the whole work and
now concludes it.’ (Lennox Berkeley, 1978)

PETER DICKINSON

For further information about Lennox Berkeley see:
The Music of Lennox Berkeley by Peter Dickinson (Boydell, 2003)
Lennox Berkeley: A Source Book by Stewart Craggs (Ashgate 2000)
Lennox and Freda by Tony Scotland (forthcoming biography) 

ennox Randal (Francis) Berkeley was born at Sunningwell Plain, near Oxford,
on 12 May 1903, into an aristocratic family. He attended Lynam’s (later the

Dragon School), Oxford; Gresham’s School, Holt; and St George’s School,
Harpenden, where he had his first work performed. He went up to Merton College,
Oxford, to read French, Old French and Philology and he rowed. He was cox of the
Merton VIII for three years but cannot have taken his studies seriously since he left
with a fourth class degree in 1926. He had hardly got into his stride as a composer
in his Oxford years but whilst there he became the first to set Auden’s poetry (two
songs now lost); was intrigued by early music and wrote for its instruments, such
as the harpsichord owned and played by his flatmate, Vere Pilkington; and the
conductor Anthony Bernard started to give the first of several performances of his
music with the London Chamber Orchestra.

Bernard’s connection went further since he claims that it was he who
introduced Berkeley to Nadia Boulanger in Paris in 1926 simply by saying: ‘Here is
your teacher’.This led to Berkeley’s studying with Boulanger, living in Paris where
he kept a flat and felt much more at home than in England. His ancestry was partly
French and his parents lived in France; the whole artistic climate in Paris was
exciting compared to the negative attitude to new ideas in England; and it was
undoubtedly a much more liberated environment in which to be gay. His music
was played in both England and France and he wrote illuminating reviews for the
Monthly Musical Record about concert life in Paris. These showed how much he
venerated Stravinsky, and Ravel and Poulenc were friends. Nadia Boulanger
became not only his teacher but his idol. He dedicated works to her: she played and
conducted his music just as she did for other favoured students such as Aaron
Copland. She probably accounted for Berkeley’s conversion to Roman Catholicism
in 1928 and was enthroned on a pedestal in his estimation along with Benjamin
Britten, whom he met in Barcelona when they were both having works performed
at the 1936 Festival of the International Society for Contemporary Music. Berkeley
was star-struck by the way Britten, who was ten years younger, seemed to know
everything that Berkeley himself was still struggling to master. He even said that
he liked Britten’s music better than his own. This was a case of outright hero-
worship which has not served Berkeley’s career particularly well.
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‘My reasons for the revision were chiefly connected with scoring: I was
much preoccupied at the time I originally wrote it with keeping the
various orchestral colours distinct. Later, I felt I had overdone this
and that the work would gain from a freer and more robust treatment.
I have introduced no new thematic material in the revised version,
though some passages have been extended.

The opening Lento is quiet and sombre, but immediately outlines
the motifs on which the first movement is based [first in the harp,
lastly in the oboe]; it is only sixteen bars long and leads, without a
break, into the Allegro which follows the classical first-movement
pattern fairly closely, everything being derived from the themes
hinted at but not fully developed in the Lento. Towards the end is a
recapitulation that is a much shorter version of the exposition,
leading back to a restatement of the Lento that brings the movement
to an end.

The Scherzo has as its main idea a lively rhythmical figure [on the
oboe] that gives way in due course to a broader, more melodic section
[repeated-note figure on the oboe again, following a timpani solo]
occupying the position of the Trio in a classical work. After this, the
tempo of the scherzo is resumed but the themes now appear in a
different order; the rhythm of the principal motif however is never far
away and can now be heard as part of the accompaniment to the other
themes before its real reappearance at the end of the movement.

The slow movement, which follows, is the only part of the
symphony that remains as it was in the earlier version. Beginning high
up with the violins alone [in two parts], it follows a descending pattern
to the lower register at which point the wind instruments take over.
After a vehement and declamatory passage [several in the central
section] the music gradually subsides and the movement ends in the
quieter mood of the beginning.

The last movement is in a lighter vein. More frankly melodic than
what has gone before, it starts quite unashamedly with a tune twelve

His attitude now seems a mixture of generosity and English reserve, with
elements of an inferiority complex. Berkeley had no reason to feel inferior. His own
settings of religious texts, for example, plumb depths rarely achieved by Britten
outside his operas. Berkeley’s writing for the piano is more varied and idiomatic
than Britten’s meagre output and Berkeley’s Piano Sonata, Op 20, Piano
Concerto, Op 29, and Concerto for Two Pianos, Op 30 – all from the later 1940s -
are masterpieces. Even in the field of opera Berkeley’s comic A Dinner
Engagement, Op 45, and biblical Ruth, Op 50, are remarkable successes although
they had to wait fifty years for a first recording. Britten admired these and earlier
works and consistently supported Berkeley with the English Opera Group and at
the Aldeburgh Festival.

In the early years of the war, Britten and Pears were in America but
Berkeley, who was working at the BBC and serving as an Air Raid Warden during
the blitz, kept some contact with Britten in revealing letters. In 1946 Berkeley was
appointed professor of composition at the Royal Academy of Music but the most
significant event that year was his marriage to Freda Bernstein.This was the start
of a remarkably fulfilling relationship that was the context for an outpouring of
major works. Berkeley’s music received some prominent performances in the
1930s and early 40s but from the post-war years onwards he was regularly
commissioned by the leading organisations and he wrote for the major performers
of the day, such as Kathleen Ferrier, Peter Pears, Julian Bream and Yehudi
Menuhin. From the 1950s period he became established as one of the leading
British composers of the generation of Walton and Tippett. His grand opera
Nelson, Op 41, made a strong impact at Sadler’s Wells, although it has not yet been
revived on stage.

Like many of his contemporaries Berkeley wrote for films but, unlike most of
them, he wrote liturgical music that has become firmly established in the Anglican
and Catholic Church repertory. Berkeley was knighted in 1974 and received many
honours: his major birthdays were prominent events and his Memorial Requiem
Mass at Westminster Cathedral was broadcast on BBC Radio 3 on 20 March 1990.
On that occasion Sir John Manduell said:
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‘No factor of human mortality can take from us the hundred and more
works which, in their rich diversity, collectively represent Berkeley’s
life’s work. That diversity is – perhaps typically - exemplified in
Lennox’s four operas which offer through the heroic in Nelson, the
comic in A Dinner Engagement, the pastoral in Ruth, and the classical
in Castaway a range to satisfy any opera enthusiast. Richly
complementary are the four symphonies. No less satisfying is the
refreshing variety of Lennox’s chamber music. No British composer
has written more sensitively for the human voice or left us songs more
beautifully moulded. No British composer has written more
distinctively for the piano. Of such diversity is Lennox’s bequest to us
and to posterity. It is, moreover, all cast in a style and language
unmistakably his with characteristics which we instantly identify as
his and his alone – above all perhaps his great natural gifts as a
melodist.’

Unfortunately Berkeley’s opera Faldon Park, commissioned by English National
Opera, was never completed because of the onset of Alzheimer’s disease.
Berkeley’s legacy also continues through his pupils who included Richard Rodney
Bennett, Nicholas Maw and John Tavener as well as his son Michael.

SSYYMMPPHHOONNYY  NNOO  11,,  OOPP  1166    This first recording of Lennox Berkeley’s Symphony
No 1 was a landmark when it was released in 1975 since there were very few
recordings of the composer’s major works. Thirty years later the situation has
changed and there are several recordings of some pieces thanks to the level of
activity around Berkeley’s centenary in 2003 and since. This symphony was
completed in 1941 but sketches for it go back to 1936: Berkeley conducted the
premiere with the London Philharmonic Orchestra at the Proms in the Royal
Albert Hall on 8 July 1943.

The Allegro is a sonata-form movement opening with its first subject on
sombre unison strings. This seems to emphasise the minor key but the work as a
whole is in C major and the first movement soon moves into exuberant textures

with honking horns. Soon after that there’s a falling figure in the violins, which is
important, and then a second subject with a dotted rhythm on the oboe, followed
by the flute. There’s a powerful climax sustained by the brass in the development
section and a compressed recapitulation featuring the dotted rhythm.

The Allegretto is an idyllic waltz very characteristic of Berkeley with its
regular pulse and scoring in pretty pastel shades.There are three main themes.The
first is heard right away on the oboe, then flute; the second follows at once in the
strings, starting with violas, then rising up through the section; the third – violas
plus bassoons - starts with a repeated note with harp and violin tracery above and
the regular pulse transferred to the timpani.When they are repeated in order this
third theme is the most dynamic.

It is hard not to see some reflection of wartime moods in the sparse Lento.
After an opening for strings the baleful voice of the cor anglais emerges, as in the
Lento of Symphony No 2. There’s a regular pulse on the horns as the strings build
up lyrical tension, the first of two climaxes before the movement subsides
pensively.

The final Allegro is quite different – the first two bars could have come
straight from Haydn. It’s a rondo design with a perkily obsessive secondary figure
first heard on oboe and bassoon. In typical Berkeley fashion it refuses to repeat in
quite the same way – he goes on inventing – and some of the expansive excitement
of the first movement returns.

SSYYMMPPHHOONNYY  NNOO  22,,  OOPPUUSS  5511  Berkeley’s Symphony No 2 was commissioned by
the Feeney Trust in its pioneering series for the City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra. The first performance was in the Town Hall, Birmingham, on 24
February 1959, at a time when Andrzej Panufnik was briefly the orchestra’s chief
conductor. On 9 September that year Berkeley conducted the work himself at the
Royal Albert Hall with the BBC Symphony Orchestra. After that, both symphonies
became neglected, especially the more elusive No 2, which Berkeley revised during
the 1970s. This version was used for this recording released in 1978. His own note
explains what he did and is interesting because it also describes the music:
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